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ABSTRACT
We propose SEARNN, a novel training algorithm for recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) inspired by the “learning to search” (L2S) approach to structured prediction.
RNNs have been widely successful in structured prediction applications such
as machine translation or parsing, and are commonly trained using maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE). Unfortunately, this training loss is not always an
appropriate surrogate for the test error: by only maximizing the ground truth
probability, it fails to exploit the wealth of information offered by structured
losses. Further, it introduces discrepancies between training and predicting (such
as exposure bias) that may hurt test performance. Instead, SEARNN leverages
test-alike search space exploration to introduce global-local losses that are closer
to the test error. We first demonstrate improved performance over MLE on two
different tasks: OCR and spelling correction. Then, we propose a subsampling
strategy to enable SEARNN to scale to large vocabulary sizes. This allows us to
validate the benefits of our approach on a machine translation task.
1 INTRODUCTION
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been quite successful in structured prediction applications
such as machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014), parsing (Ballesteros et al., 2016) or caption
generation (Vinyals et al., 2015). These models use the same repeated cell (or unit) to output a
sequence of tokens one by one. As each prediction takes into account all previous predictions, this
cell learns to output the next token conditioned on the previous ones. The standard training loss for
RNNs is derived from maximum likelihood estimation (MLE): we consider that the cell outputs a
probability distribution at each step in the sequence, and we seek to maximize the probability of the
ground truth.
Unfortunately, this training loss is not a particularly close surrogate to the various test errors we
want to minimize. A striking example of discrepancy is that the MLE loss is close to 0/1: it makes
no distinction between candidates that are close or far away from the ground truth (with respect to
the structured test error), thus failing to exploit valuable information. Another example of train/test
discrepancy is called exposure or exploration bias (Ranzato et al., 2016): in traditional MLE training
the cell learns the conditional probability of the next token, based on the previous ground truth tokens
– this is often referred to as teacher forcing. However, at test time the model does not have access to
the ground truth, and thus feeds its own previous predictions to its next cell for prediction instead.
Improving RNN training thus appears as a relevant endeavor, which has received much attention
recently. In particular, ideas coming from reinforcement learning (RL), such as the REINFORCE and
ACTOR-CRITIC algorithms (Ranzato et al., 2016; Bahdanau et al., 2017), have been adapted to derive
training losses that are more closely related to the test error that we actually want to minimize.
∗Equal contribution.
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In order to address the issues of MLE training, we propose instead to use ideas from the structured
prediction field, in particular from the “learning to search” (L2S) approach introduced by Daumé
et al. (2009) and later refined by Ross & Bagnell (2014) and Chang et al. (2015) among others.
Contributions. In Section 2, we review the limitations of MLE training for RNNs in details. We
also clarify some related claims made in the recent literature. In Section 3, we make explicit the
strong links between RNNs and the L2S approach. In Section 4, we present SEARNN, a novel training
algorithm for RNNs, using ideas from L2S to derive a global-local loss that is much closer to the
test error than MLE. We demonstrate that this novel approach leads to significant improvements on
two difficult structured prediction tasks, including a spelling correction problem recently introduced
in Bahdanau et al. (2017). As this algorithm is quite costly, we investigate scaling solutions in
Section 5. We explore a subsampling strategy that allows us to considerably reduce training times,
while maintaining improved performance compared to MLE. We apply this new algorithm to machine
translation and report significant improvements in Section 6. Finally, we contrast our novel approach
to the related L2S and RL-inspired methods in Section 7.
2 TRADITIONAL RNN TRAINING AND ITS LIMITATIONS
RNNs are a large family of neural network models aimed at representing sequential data. To do so,
they produce a sequence of states (h1, ..., hT ) by recursively applying the same transformation (or
cell) f on the sequential data: ht = f(ht−1, yt−1, x), with h0 an initial state and x an optional input.
Many possible design choices fit this framework. We focus on a subset typically used for structured
prediction, where we want to model the joint probability of a target sequence (y1, . . . , yTx) ∈ ATx
given an input x (e.g. the decoder RNN in the encoder-decoder architecture (Sutskever et al., 2014;
Cho et al., 2014)). HereA is the alphabet of output tokens and Tx is the length of the output sequence
associated with input x (though Tx may take different values, in the following we drop the dependency
in x and use T for simplicity). To achieve this modeling, we feed ht through a projection layer (i.e. a
linear classifier) to obtain a vector of scores st over all possible tokens a ∈ A, and normalize these
with a softmax layer (an exponential normalizer) to obtain a distribution ot over tokens:
ht = f(ht−1, yt−1, x) ; st = proj(ht) ; ot = softmax(st) ∀ 1 ≤ t ≤ T . (1)
The vector ot is interpreted as the predictive conditional distribution for the tth token given by the
RNN model, i.e. p(a|y1, . . . , yt−1, x) := ot(a) for a ∈ A. Multiplying the values ot(yt) together
thus yields the joint probability of the sequence y defined by the RNN (thanks to the chain rule):
p(y1, ..., yT |x) = p(y1|x)p(y2|y1, x) ... p(yT |y1, ..., yT−1, x) := ΠTt=1ot(yt) . (2)
As pointed by Goodfellow et al. (2016), the underlying structure of these RNNs as graphi-
cal models is thus a complete graph, and there is no conditional independence assumption to
simplify the difficult prediction task of computing arg maxy∈Y p(y|x). In practice, one typi-
cally uses either beam search to approximate this decoding, or a sequence of greedy predictions
yˆt := arg maxa∈A p(a|yˆ1, . . . , yˆt−1, x).
If we use the “teacher forcing” regimen, where the inputs to the RNN cell are the ground truth tokens
(as opposed to its own greedy predictions), we obtain the probability of each ground truth sequence
according to the RNN model. We can then use MLE to derive a loss to train the RNN. One should
note here that despite the fact that the individual output probabilities are at the token level, the MLE
loss involves the joint probability (computed via the chain rule) and is thus at the sequence level.
The limitations of MLE training. While this maximum likelihood style of training has been very
successful in various applications, it suffers from several known issues, especially for structured
prediction problems. The first one is called exposure or exploration bias (Ranzato et al., 2016). During
training (with teacher forcing), the model learns the probabilities of the next tokens conditioned on
the ground truth. But at test time, the model does not have access to the ground truth and outputs
probabilities are conditioned on its own previous predictions instead. Therefore if the predictions
differ from the ground truth, the model has to continue based on an exploration path it has not seen
during training, which means that it is less likely to make accurate predictions. This phenomenon,
which is typical of sequential prediction tasks (Kääriäinen, 2006; Daumé et al., 2009) can lead to a
compounding of errors, where mistakes in prediction accumulate and prevent good performance.
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The second major issue is the discrepancy between the training loss and the various test errors
associated with the tasks for which RNNs are used (e.g. edit distance, F1 score...). Of course, a
single surrogate is not likely to be a good approximation for all these errors. One salient illustration
of that fact is that MLE ignores the information contained in structured losses. As it only focuses on
maximizing the probability of the ground truth, it does not distinguish between a prediction that is
very close to the ground truth and one that is very far away. Thus, most of the information given by a
structured loss is not leveraged when using this approach.
Local vs. sequence-level. Some recent papers (Ranzato et al., 2016; Wiseman & Rush, 2016)
also point out the fact that since RNNs output next token predictions, their loss is local instead of
sequence-level, contrary to the error we typically want to minimize. This claim seems to contradict
the standard RNN analysis, which postulates that the underlying graphical model is the complete
graph: that is, the RNN outputs the probability of the next tokens conditioned on all the previous
predictions. Thanks to the chain rule, one recovers the probability of the whole sequence. Thus the
maximum likelihood training loss is indeed a sequence level loss, even though we can decompose
it in a product of local losses at each cell. However, if we assume that the RNN outputs are only
conditioned on the last few predictions (instead of all previous ones), then we can indeed consider the
MLE loss as local. In this setting, the underlying graphical model obeys Markovian constraints (as in
maximum entropy Markov models (MEMMs)) rather than being the complete graph; this corresponds
to the assumption that the information from the previous inputs is imperfectly carried through the
network to the cell, preventing the model from accurately representing long-term dependencies.
Given all these limitations, exploring novel ways of training RNNs appears to be a worthy endeavor,
and this field has attracted a lot of interest in the past few years. While many papers try to adapt ideas
coming from the reinforcement learning literature, we instead focus in this paper on the links we can
draw with structured prediction, and in particular with the L2S approach.
3 LINKS BETWEEN RNNS AND LEARNING TO SEARCH
The L2S approach to structured prediction was first introduced by Daumé et al. (2009). The main idea
behind it is a learning reduction (Beygelzimer et al., 2016): transforming a complex learning problem
(structured prediction) into a simpler one that we know how to solve (multiclass classification). To
achieve this, Daumé et al. (2009) propose in their SEARN algorithm to train a shared local classifier
to predict each token sequentially (conditioned on all inputs and all past decisions), thus searching
greedily step by step in the big combinatorial space of structured outputs. The idea that tokens can be
predicted one at a time, conditioned on their predecessors, is central to this approach.
The training procedure is iterative: at the beginning of each round, one uses the current model (or
policy1) to build an intermediate dataset to train the shared classifier on. The specificity of this new
dataset is that each new sample is accompanied by a cost vector containing one entry per token in the
output vocabularyA. To obtain these cost vectors, one starts by applying a roll-in policy to predict all
the tokens up to T , thus building one trajectory (or exploration path) in the search space per sample
in the initial dataset. Then, at each time step t, one picks arbitrarily each possible token (diverging
from the roll-in trajectory) and then continues predicting to finish the modified trajectory using a
roll-out policy. One then computes the cost of all the obtained sequences, and ends up with T vectors
(one per time step) of size |A| (the number of possible tokens) for every sample. Figure 1 describes
the same process for our SEARNN algorithm (although in this case the shared classifier is an RNN).
One then extracts features from the “context” at each time step t (which encompasses the full input
and the previous tokens predicted up to t during the roll-in).2 Combining the cost vectors to these
features yields the new intermediary dataset. The original problem is thus reduced to multi-class
cost-sensitive classification. Once the shared classifier has been fully trained on this new dataset, the
policy is updated for the next round. The algorithm is described more formally in Algorithm 2 (see
Appendix A). Theoretical guarantees for various policy updating rules are provided by e.g. Daumé
et al. (2009) and Chang et al. (2015).
1Note that the vocabulary used in this literature is slightly different from that of RNNs: tokens are rather
referenced as actions, predictions as decisions and models as policies.
2This is often referred to as “search state” in the L2S literature, but we prefer calling it context to avoid
confusion with the RNN hidden state.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the roll-in/roll-out mechanism used in SEARNN. The goal is to obtain a vector of costs
for each cell of the RNN in order to define a cost-sensitive loss to train the network. These vectors have one
entry per possible token. Here, we show how to obtain the vector of costs for the red cell. First, we use a roll-in
policy to predict until the cell of interest. We highlight here the learned policy where the network passes its own
prediction to the next cell. Second, we proceed to the roll-out phase. We feed every possible token (illustrated
by the red letters) to the next cell and let the model predict the full sequence. For each token a, we obtain a
predicted sequence yˆa. Comparing it to the ground truth sequence y yields the associated cost c(a).
Roll-in and roll-out policies. The policies used to create the intermediate datasets fulfill different
roles. The roll-in policy controls what part of the search space the algorithm explores, while the
roll-out policy determines how the cost of each token is computed. The main possibilities for both
roll-in and roll-out are explored by Chang et al. (2015). The reference policy tries to pick the optimal
token based on the ground truth. During the roll-in, it corresponds to picking the ground truth. For
the roll-out phase, while it is easy to compute an optimal policy in some cases (e.g. for the Hamming
loss where simply copying the ground truth is also optimal), it is often too expensive (e.g. for BLEU
score). One then uses a heuristic (in our experiments the reference policy is to copy the ground truth
for both roll-in and roll-out unless indicated otherwise). The learned policy simply uses the current
model instead, and the mixed policy stochastically combines both. According to Chang et al. (2015),
the best combination when the reference policy is poor is to use a learned roll-in and a mixed roll-out.
Links to RNNs. One can identify the following interesting similarities between a greedy approach
to RNNs and L2S. Both models handle sequence labeling problems by outputting tokens recursively,
conditioned on past decisions. Further, the RNN “cell” is shared at each time step and can thus
also be seen as a shared local classifier that is used to make structured predictions, as in the L2S
framework. In addition, there is a clear equivalent to the choice of roll-in policy in RNNs. Indeed,
teacher forcing (conditioning the outputs on the ground truth) can be seen as the roll-in reference
policy for the RNN. Instead, if one conditions the outputs on the previous predictions of the model,
then we obtain a roll-in learned policy.
Despite these connections, many differences remain. Amongst them, the fact that no roll-outs are
involved in standard RNN training. We thus consider next whether ideas coming from L2S could
mitigate the limitations of MLE training for RNNs. In particular, one key property of L2S worth
porting over to RNN training is that the former fully leverages structured losses information, contrarily
to MLE as previously noted.
4 IMPROVING RNN TRAINING WITH L2S
Since we are interested in leveraging structured loss information, we can try to obtain it in the same
fashion as L2S. The main tool that L2S uses in order to construct a cost-sensitive dataset is the
roll-out policy. In many classical structured prediction use cases, one does not need to follow through
with a policy because the “cost-to-go” that the roll-out yields is either free or easily computable from
the ground truth. We are however also interested in cases where this information is unavailable, and
roll-outs are needed to approximate it (e.g. for machine translation). This leads to several questions.
How can we integrate roll-outs in a RNN model? How do we use this additional information, i.e.
what loss do we use to train the model on? How do we make it computationally tractable?
The SEARNN Algorithm. The basic idea of the SEARNN algorithm is quite simple: we borrow
from L2S the idea of using a global loss for each local cell of the RNN. As in L2S, we first compute
a roll-in trajectory, following a specific roll-in policy. Then, at each step t of this trajectory, we
compute the costs ct(a) associated with each possible token a. To do so we pick a at this step and
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then follow a roll-out policy to finish the output sequence yˆa. We then compare yˆa with the ground
truth using the test error itself, rather than a surrogate. By repeating this for the T steps we obtain T
cost vectors. We use this information to derive one cost-sensitive training loss for each cell, which
allows us to compute an update for the parameters of the model. The full process for one cell is
illustrated in Figure 1. Our losses are global-local, in the sense that they appear at the local level but
all contain sequence-level information. Our final loss is the sum over the T local losses. We provide
the pseudo-code for SEARNN in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 SEARNN algorithm (for a simple encoder-decoder network)
1: Initialize the weights ω of the RNN network.
2: for i in 1 to N do
3: Sample B ground truth input/output structured pairs {(x1, y1), · · · , (xB , yB)}
# Perform the roll-in/roll-outs to get the costs. This step can be heavily parallelized.
4: for b in 1 to B do
5: Compute input features φ(xb)
# Roll-in.
6: Run the RNN until tth cell with φ(xb) as initial state by following the roll-in policy
(see Appendix A.2 for details in the case of reference roll-in policy)
7: Store the sequence of hidden states in order to perform several roll-outs
8: for t in 1 to T do
# Roll-outs for all actions in order to collect the cost vector at the tth cell.
9: for a in 1 to A do
10: Pick a decoding method (e.g. greedy or beam search)
11: Run the RNN from the tth cell to the end by first enforcing action a at cell t,
and then following the decoding method.
12: Collect the cost cbt(a) by comparing the obtained output sequence yˆ
b
t (a) to y
b
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: Derive a loss for each cell from the collected costs
17: Update the parameters of the network ω by doing a single gradient step
18: end for
Choosing a multi-class classifier. SEARNN appears quite similar to L2S, but there are a few key
differences that merit more explanation. As the RNN cell can serve as a multi-class classifier, in
SEARNN we could pick the cell as a (shallow) shared classifier, whose input are features extracted
from the full context by the previous cells of the RNN. Instead, we pick the RNN itself, thus getting a
(deep) shared classifier that also learns the features directly from the context. The difference between
the two options is more thoroughly detailed in Appendix B. Arbitrarily picking a token a during the
roll-out phase can then be done by emulating the teacher forcing technique: if predicted tokens are
fed back to the model (say if the roll-out policy requires it), we use a for the next cell (instead of the
prediction the cell would have output). We also use a in the output sequence before computing the
cost.
Choosing a cost-sensitive loss. We now also explain our choice for the training loss function
derived from the cost vectors. One popular possibility from L2S is to go the full reduction route down
to binary classification. However, this technique involves creating multiple new datasets (which is
hard to implement as part of a neural network), as well as training |A|2 binary classifiers. Instead, we
simply work with the multi-class classifier encoded by the RNN cell with training losses defined next.
We now introduce two of the more successful losses we used (although we experimented with many
others, which are detailed in Appendix C.1). In the following, each loss is defined at the cell level.
The global loss is the sum of all T losses. st(a) refers to the score output by cell t for token a.
Log-loss (LL). A central idea in L2S is to learn the target tokens the model should aim for. This is
more meaningful than blindly imposing the ground truth as target, in particular when the model has
deviated from the ground truth trajectory. Golberg & Nivre (2012) refer to this technique as using
dynamic oracles. In the context of RNN training, we call this approach target learning.
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Our first loss is thus a simple log-loss with the minimal cost token as target:
Lt(st; ct) = − log
(
est(a
?)
/∑A
i=1 e
st(i)
)
where a? = arg mina∈A ct(a) . (3)
It is structurally similar to MLE. The only difference is that instead of maximizing the probability of
the ground truth action, we maximize the probability of the best performing action with respect to the
cost vector. This similarity is a significant advantage from an optimization perspective: as RNNs
have mostly been trained using MLE, this allows us to leverage decades of previous work. Note that
when the reference policy is to simply copy the ground truth (which is sometimes optimal, e.g. when
the test error is the Hamming loss), a? is always the ground truth token. LL with reference roll-in and
roll-out is in this case equivalent to MLE.
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL). The log-loss approach appears to be relatively wasteful with
the structured information we have access to since we are only using the minimal cost value. To
exploit this information more meaningfully, we consider the following approach: we convert each
cost vector into a probability distribution (e.g. through a softmax operator) and then minimize a
divergence between the current model distribution PM and the “target distribution” PC derived
from the costs. As the MLE objective itself can be expressed as the KL divergence between Dgt (a
Dirac distribution with full mass on the ground truth) and PM , we also choose to minimize the KL
divergence between PC and PM . Since the costs are considered fixed with respect to the parameters
of the model, our loss is equivalent to the cross-entropy between PC and PM .
Lt(st; ct) = −
A∑
a=1
(
PC(a) log
(
PM (a)
)) where PC(a) = e−αct(a)/∑Ai=1 e−αct(i)
and PM (a) = est(a)
/∑A
i=1 e
st(i).
(4)
α is a scaling parameter that controls how peaky the target distributions are. It can be chosen using
a validation set. The associated gradient update discriminates between tokens based on their costs.
Compared to LL, KL leverages the structured loss information more directly and thus mitigates the
0/1 nature of MLE better.
Optimization. Another difference between SEARN and RNNs is that RNNs are typically trained
using stochastic gradient descent, whereas SEARN is a batch method. In order to facilitate training, we
decide to adapt the optimization process of LOLS, an online variant of SEARN introduced by Chang
et al. (2015). At each round, we select a random mini-batch of samples, and then take a single gradient
step on the parameters with the associated loss (contrary to SEARN where the reduced classifier is
fully trained at each round).
Note that we do not need the test error to be differentiable, as our costs ct(a) are fixed when we
minimize our training loss. This corresponds to defining a different loss at each round, which is the
way it is done in L2S. In this case our gradient is unbiased. However, if instead we consider that we
define a single loss for the whole procedure, then the costs depend on the parameters of the model
and we effectively compute an approximation of the gradient. Whether it is possible not to fix the
costs and to backpropagate through the roll-in and roll-out remains an open problem.
Expected benefits. SEARNN can improve performance because of a few key properties. First, our
losses leverage the test error, leading to potentially much better surrogates than MLE.
Second, all of our training losses (even plain LL) leverage the structured information that is contained
in the computed costs. This is much more satisfactory than MLE which does not exploit this
information and ignores nuances between good and bad candidate predictions. Indeed, our hypothesis
is that the more complex the error is, the more SEARNN can improve performance.
Third, the exploration bias we find in teacher forcing can be mitigated by using a “learned” roll-in
policy, which may be the best roll-in policy for L2S applications according to Chang et al. (2015).
Fourth, the loss at each cell is global, in the sense that the computed costs contain information about
full sequences. This may help with the classical vanishing gradients problem that is prevalent in
RNN training and motivated the introduction of specialized cells such as LSTMs (Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997) or GRUs (Cho et al., 2014).
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Dataset A T Cost MLE AC
LL KL
roll-in learned reference learned learned reference learned
roll-out mixed learned learned mixed learned learned
OCR 26 15 Hamming 2.8 – 1.9 2.5 1.8 1.0 1.4 1.1
Spelling 0.3 43 10 edit 19.3 18.7 17.7 19.5 17.8 17.7 19.5 17.70.5 41.9 37.4 37.1 43.2 37.6 38.1 43.2 37.1
Table 1: Comparison of the SEARNN algorithm with MLE for different cost-sensitive losses and roll-in/roll-out
policies. We provide the number of actions A and the maximum sequence length T . Note that we use 0.5 as
the mixing probability for the mixed roll-out policy. We ran the ACTOR-CRITIC algorithm from Bahdanau
et al. (2017) on our data splits for the spelling task and report the results in the AC column (the results reported
in Bahdanau et al. (2017) were not directly comparable as they used a different random test dataset each time).
Experiments. In order to validate these theoretical benefits, we ran SEARNN on two datasets and
compared its performance against that of MLE. For a fair comparison, we use the same optimization
routine for all methods. We pick the one that performs best for the MLE baseline. Note that in
all the experiments of the paper, we use greedy decoding, both for our cost computation and for
evaluation. Furthermore, whenever we use a mixed roll-out we always use 0.5 as our mixin parameter,
following Chang et al. (2015).
The first dataset is the optical character recognition (OCR) dataset introduced in Taskar et al. (2003).
The task is to output English words given an input sequence of handwritten characters. We use an
encoder-decoder model with GRU cells (Cho et al., 2014) of size 128. For all runs, we use SGD with
constant step-size 0.5 and batch size of 64. The cost used in the SEARNN algorithm is the Hamming
error. We report the total Hamming error, normalized by the total number of characters on the test set.
The second dataset is the Spelling dataset introduced in Bahdanau et al. (2017). The task is to recover
correct text from a corrupted version. This dataset is synthetically generated from a text corpus
(One Billion Word dataset): for each character, we decide with some fixed probability whether or
not to replace it with a random one. The total number of tokens A is 43 (alphabet size plus a few
special characters) and the maximum sequence length T is 10 (sentences from the corpus are clipped).
We provide results for two sub-datasets generated with the following replacement probabilities: 0.3
and 0.5. For this task, we follow Bahdanau et al. (2017) and use the edit distance as our cost. It is
defined as the edit distance between the predicted sequence and the ground truth sequence divided
by the ground truth length. We reuse the attention-based encoder-decoder model with GRU cells of
size 100 described in (Bahdanau et al., 2017). For all runs, we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma &
Ba, 2015) with learning rate 0.001 and batch size of 128. Results are given in Table 1, including
ACTOR-CRITIC (Bahdanau et al., 2017) runs on our data splits as an additional baseline.
Key takeaways. First, SEARNN outperforms MLE by a significant margin on the two different tasks
and datasets, which confirms our intuition that taking structured information into account enables
better performance. Second, we observed that the best performing losses were those structurally
close to MLE – LL and KL – whereas others (detailed in Appendix C.1) did not improve results.
This might be explained by the fact that RNN architectures and optimization techniques have been
evolving for decades with MLE training in mind. Third, the best roll-in/out strategy appears to be
combining a learned roll-in and a mixed roll-out, which is consistent with the claims from Chang et al.
(2015). Fourth, although we expect SEARNN to make stronger improvements over MLE on hard
tasks (where a simplistic roll-out policy – akin to MLE – is suboptimal), we do get improvements
even when outputting the ground truth (regardless of the current trajectory) is the optimal policy.
5 SCALING UP SEARNN
While SEARNN does provide significant improvements on the two tasks we have tested it on, it comes
with a rather heavy price, since a large number of roll-outs (i.e. forward passes) have to be run in
order to compute the costs. This number, |A|T , is proportional both to the length of the sequences,
and to the number of possible tokens. SEARNN is therefore not directly applicable to tasks with large
output sequences or vocabulary size (such as machine translation) where computing so many forward
passes becomes a computational bottleneck. Even though forward passes can be parallelized more
heavily than backward ones (because they do not require maintaining activations in memory), their
asymptotic cost remains in O(dT ), where d is the number of parameters of the model.
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Dataset MLE LL KL sLL sKL
uni. pol. bias. top-k uni. pol. bias. top-k
OCR 2.8 1.9 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.4
Spelling 0.3 19.3 17.7 17.7 17.6 17.7 17.7 17.6 18.4 17.7 17.7 18.20.5 41.9 37.1 38.1 37.0 37.1 36.6 36.6 37.8 37.6 37.1 38.0
Table 2: Comparison of the SEARNN algorithm with MLE for different datasets using the sampling approach.
sLL and sKL are respectively the subsampled version of the LL and the KL losses. All experiments were run
with a learned roll-in and a mixed roll-out.
There are a number of ways to mitigate this issue. In this paper, we focus on subsampling both the
cells and the tokens when computing the costs. That is, instead of computing a cost vector for each
cell, we only compute them for a subsample of all cells. Similarly, we also compute these costs only
for a small portion of all possible tokens. The speedups we can expect from this strategy are large,
since the total number of roll-outs is proportional to both the quantities we are decreasing.
Sampling strategies. First, we need to decide how we select the steps and tokens that we sample.
We have chosen to sample steps uniformly when we do not take all of them. On the other hand,
we have explored several different possibilities for token sampling. The first is indeed the uniform
sampling strategy. The 3 alternative samplings we tried use the current state of our model: stochastic
current policy sampling (where we use the current state of the stochastic policy to pick at random), a
biased version of current policy sampling where we boost the scores of the low-probability tokens,
and finally a top-k strategy where we take the top k tokens according to the current policy. Note that
the latter strategy (top-k) can be seen as a simplified variant of targeted sampling (Goodman et al.,
2016), another smarter strategy introduced to help L2S methods scale. Finally, in all strategies we
always sample the ground truth action to make sure that our performance is at least as good as MLE.
Adapting our losses to sampling. Our losses require computing the costs of all possible tokens at
a given step. One could still use LL by simply making the assumption that the token with minimum
cost is always sampled. However this is a rather strong assumption and it means pushing down the
scores of tokens that were not even sampled and hence could not compete with the others. To alleviate
this issue, we replace the full softmax by a layer applied only on the tokens that were sampled (Jean
et al., 2015). While the target can still only be in the sampled tokens, the unsampled tokens are left
alone by the gradient update, at least for the first order dependency. This trick is even more needed
for KL, which otherwise requires a “default” score for unsampled tokens, adding a difficult to tune
hyperparameter. We refer to these new losses as sLL and sKL.
Experiments. The main goal of these experiments is to assess whether or not combining subsam-
pling with the SEARNN algorithm is a viable strategy. To do so we ran the method on the same two
datasets that we used in the previous section. We decided to only focus on subsampling tokens as the
vocabulary size is usually the blocking factor rather than the sequence length. Thus we sampled all
cells. We evaluate different sampling strategies and training losses. For all experiments, we use the
learned policy for roll-in and the mixed one for roll-out and we sample 5 tokens per cell. Finally, we
use the same optimization techniques than in the previous experiment.
Key takeaways. Results are given in Table 2. The analysis of this experiment yields interesting
observations. First, and perhaps most importantly, subsampling appears to be a viable strategy to
obtain a large part of the improvements of SEARNN while keeping computational costs under control.
Indeed, we recover all of the improvements of the full method while only sampling a fraction of all
possible tokens. Second, it appears that the best strategy for token sampling depends on the chosen
loss. In the case of sLL, the top-k strategy performs best, whereas sKL favors the biased current
policy. Third, it also seems like the best performing loss is task-dependent. Finally, this sampling
technique yields a 5× running time speedup, therefore validating our scaling approach.
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MLE* MIXER* SEARNN (conv) MLE† BSO† MLE’ AC’ MLE SEARNN MLE (dropout) SEARNN (dropout)
17.7 20.7 20.5 22.5 23.8 25.8 27.5 24.8 26.8 27.4 28.2
Table 3: Comparison of SEARNN with MIXER (Ranzato et al., 2016), BSO (Wiseman & Rush, 2016)
and ACTOR-CRITIC (Bahdanau et al., 2017) on the IWSLT 14 German to English machine translation dataset.
The asterisk (*), dagger (†) and apostrophy (’) indicate results reproduced from Ranzato et al. (2016), Wiseman
& Rush (2016) and Bahdanau et al. (2017), respectively. We use a reference roll-in and a mixed roll-out for
SEARNN, along with the subsampled version of the KL loss and a scaling factor of 200. SEARNN (conv)
indicates that we used a convolutional encoder instead of a recurrent one for fair comparison with MIXER.
6 NEURAL MACHINE TRANSLATION.
Having introduced a cheaper alternative SEARNN method enables us to apply it to a large-scale
structured prediction task and to thus investigate whether our algorithm also improves upon MLE in
more challenging real-life settings.
We choose neural machine translation as out task, and the German-English translation track of the
IWSLT 2014 campaign (Cettolo et al., 2014) as our dataset, as it was used in several related papers and
thus allows for easier comparisons. We reuse the pre-processing of Ranzato et al. (2016), obtaining
training, validation and test datasets of roughly 153k, 7k and 7k sentence pairs respectively with
vocabularies of size 22822 words for English and 32009 words for German.
For fair comparison to related methods, we use similar architectures. To compare with BSO and
ACTOR-CRITIC, we use an encoder-decoder model with GRU cells of size 256, with a bidirectional
encoder and single-layer RNNs. For the specific case of MIXER, we replace the recurrent encoder
with a convolutional encoder as in Ranzato et al. (2016) . We use Adam as our optimizer, with an
initial learning rate of 10−3 gradually decreasing to 10−5, and a batch size of 64. We select the best
models on the validation set and report results both without and with dropout (0.3).
Regarding the specific settings of SEARNN, we use a reference roll-in and a mixed roll-out. Addition-
ally, we sample 25 tokens at each cell, following a mixed sampling strategy (detailed in Appendix C.2).
We use the best performing loss on the validation set, i.e. the KL loss with scaling parameter 200.
The traditional evaluation metric for such tasks is the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002). As we
cannot use this corpus-wide metric to compute our sentence-level intermediate costs, we adopt the
alternative smoothed BLEU score of Bahdanau et al. (2017) as our cost. We use a custom reference
policy (detailed in Appendix C.2). We report the corpus-wide BLEU score on the test set in Table 3.
Key takeaways. First, the significant improvements SEARNN obtains over MLE on this task (2
BLEU points without dropout) show that the algorithm can be profitably applied to large-scale,
challenging structured prediction tasks at a reasonable computational cost. Second, our performance
is on par or better than those of related methods with comparable baselines. Our performance using a
convolutional encoder is similar to that of MIXER. Compared to BSO (Wiseman & Rush, 2016), our
baseline, absolute performance and improvements are all stronger. While SEARNN presents similar
improvements to ACTOR-CRITIC, the absolute performance is slightly worse. This can be explained
in part by the fact that SEARNN requires twice less parameters during training.
Finally, the learned roll-in policy performed poorly for this specific task, so we used instead a
reference roll-in. While this observation seems to go against the L2S analysis from Chang et al.
(2015), it is consistent with another experiment we ran: we tried applying scheduled sampling (Bengio
et al., 2015) – which uses a schedule of mixed roll-ins – on this dataset, but did not succeed to
obtain any improvements, despite using a careful schedule as proposed by their authors in private
communications. One potential factor is that our reference policy is not good enough to yield valuable
signal when starting from a poor roll-in. Another possibility is that the underlying optimization
problem becomes harder when using a learned rather than a reference roll-in.
7 DISCUSSION
We now contrast SEARNN to several related algorithms, including traditional L2S approaches (which
are not adapted to RNN training), and RNN training methods inspired by L2S and RL.
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Traditional L2S approaches. Although SEARNN is heavily inspired by SEARN, it is actually
closer to LOLS (Chang et al., 2015), another L2S algorithm. As LOLS, SEARNN is a meta-algorithm
where roll-in/roll-out strategies are customizable (we explored most combinations in our experiments).
Our findings are in agreement with those of Chang et al. (2015): we advocate using the same
combination, that is, a learned roll-in and a mixed roll-out. The one exception to this rule of thumb is
when the associated reduced problem is too hard (as seems to be the case for machine translation), in
which case we recommend switching to a reference roll-in.
Moreover, as noted in Section 4, SEARNN adapts the optimization process of LOLS (the one difference
being that our method is stochastic rather than online): each intermediate dataset is only used for a
single gradient step. This means the policy interpolation is of a different nature than in SEARN where
intermediate datasets are optimized for fully and the resulting policy is mixed with the previous one.
However, despite the similarities we have just underlined, SEARNN presents significant differences
from these traditional L2S algorithms. First off, and most importantly, SEARNN is a full integration
of the L2S ideas to RNN training, whereas previous methods cannot be used for this purpose directly.
Second, in order to achieve this adaptation we had to modify several design choices, including:
• the intermediate dataset construction, which significantly differs from traditional L2S;3
• the careful choice of a classifier (those used in the L2S literature do not fit RNNs well);
• the design of tailored surrogate loss functions that leverage cost information while being
easy to optimize in RNNs.
L2S-inspired approaches. Several other papers have tried using L2S-like ideas for better RNN
training, starting with Bengio et al. (2015) which introduces “scheduled sampling” to avoid the
exposure bias problem. The idea is to start with teacher forcing and to gradually use more and more
model predictions instead of ground truth tokens during training. This is akin to a mixed roll-in – an
idea which also appears in (Daumé et al., 2009).
Wiseman & Rush (2016, BSO) adapt one of the early variants of the L2S framework: the “Learning
A Search Optimization” approach of Daumé & Marcu (2005, LASO) to train RNNs. However LASO
is quite different from the more modern SEARN family of algorithms that we focus on: it does not
include either local classifiers or roll-outs, and has much weaker theoretical guarantees. Additionally,
BSO’s training loss is defined by violations in the beam-search procedure, yielding a very different
algorithm from SEARNN. Furthermore, BSO requires being able to compute a meaningful loss on
partial sequences, and thus does not handle general structured losses unlike SEARNN. Finally, its ad
hoc surrogate objective provides very sparse sequence-level training signal, as mentioned by their
authors, thus requiring warm-start.
Ballesteros et al. (2016) use a loss that is similar to LL for parsing, a specific task where cost-to-go
are essentially free. This property is also a requirement for Sun et al. (2017), in which new gradient
procedures are introduced to incorporate neural classifiers in the AGGREVATE (Ross & Bagnell,
2014) variant of L2S.4 In contrast, SEARNN can be used on tasks without a free cost-to-go oracle.
RL-inspired approaches. In structured prediction tasks, we have access to ground truth trajectories,
i.e. a lot more information than in traditional RL. One major direction of research has been to adapt
RL techniques to leverage this additional information. The main idea is to try to optimize the
expectation of the test error directly (under the stochastic policy parameterized by the RNN):
L(θ) = −
N∑
i=1
E(yi1,..,yiT )∼pi(θ)r(y
i
1, .., y
i
T ) . (5)
Since we are taking an expectation over all possible structured outputs, the only term that depends
on the parameters is the probability term (the tokens in the error term are fixed). This allows this
3The feature extraction is fully integrated in the model and thus learnable instead of being hand-crafted.
Moreover, arbitrarily picking a token a during the roll-out phase to compute the associated costs requires feeding
them back to the RNN (as opposed to simply adding the decision to the context before extracting features).
4Sun et al. (2017)’s algorithm simply replaces the classifier in AGGREVATE with a neural network. As it is
trained on an ever growing dataset, a natural gradient update is required to make the algorithm tractable.
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loss function to support non-differentiable test errors, which is a key advantage. Of course, actually
computing the expectation over an exponential number of possibilities is computationally intractable.
To circumvent this issue, Shen et al. (2016) subsample trajectories according to the learned policy,
while Ranzato et al. (2016); Rennie et al. (2016) use the REINFORCE algorithm, which essentially
approximates the expectation with a single trajectory sample. Bahdanau et al. (2017) adapt the
ACTOR-CRITIC algorithm, where a second critic network is trained to approximate the expectation.
While all these approaches report significant improvement on various tasks, one trait they share is
that they only work when initialized from a good pre-trained model. This phenomenon is often
explained by the sparsity of the information contained in “sequence-level” losses. Indeed, in the
case of REINFORCE, no distinction is made between the tokens that form a sequence: depending on
whether the sampled trajectory is above a global baseline, all tokens are pushed up or down by the
gradient update. This means good tokens are sometimes penalized and bad tokens rewarded.
In contrast, SEARNN uses “global-local” losses, with a local loss attached to each step, which contains
global information since the costs are computed on full sequences. To do so, we have to “sample”
more trajectories through our roll-in/roll-outs. As a result, SEARNN does not require warm-starting
to achieve good experimental performance. This distinction is quite relevant, because warm-starting
means initializing in a specific region of parameter space which may be hard to escape. Exploration
is less constrained when starting from scratch, leading to potentially larger gains over MLE.
RL-based methods often involve optimizing additional models (baselines for REINFORCE and the
critic for ACTOR-CRITIC), introducing more complexity (e.g. target networks). SEARNN does not.
Finally, while maximizing the expected reward allows the RL approaches to use gradient descent even
when the test error is not differentiable, it introduces another discrepancy between training and testing.
Indeed, at test time, one does not decode by sampling from the stochastic policy. Instead, one selects
the “best” sequence (according to a search algorithm, e.g. greedy or beam search). SEARNN avoids
this averse effect by computing costs using deterministic roll-outs – the same decoding technique as
the one used at test time – so that its loss is even closer to the test loss. The associated price is that
we approximate the gradient by fixing the costs, although they do depend on the parameters.
RAML (Norouzi et al., 2016) is another RL-inspired approach. Though quite different from the
previous papers we have cited, it is also related to SEARNN. Here, in order to mitigate the 0/1
aspect of MLE training, the authors introduce noise in the target outputs at each iteration. The
amount of random noise is determined according to the associated reward (target outputs with a lot
of noise obtain lower rewards and are thus less sampled). This idea is linked to the label smoothing
technique (Szegedy et al., 2016), where the target distribution at each step is the addition of a Dirac
(the usual MLE target) and a uniform distribution. In this sense, when using the KL loss SEARNN
can be viewed as doing learned label smoothing, where we compute the target distribution from the
intermediate costs rather than arbitrarily adding the uniform distribution.
Conclusion and future work. We have described SEARNN, a novel algorithm that uses core ideas
from the learning to search framework in order to alleviate the known limitations of MLE training for
RNNs. By leveraging structured cost information obtained through strategic exploration, we define
global-local losses. These losses provide a global feedback related to the structured task at hand,
distributed locally within the cells of the RNN. This alternative procedure allows us to train RNNs
from scratch and to outperform MLE on three challenging structured prediction tasks. Finally we
have proposed efficient scaling techniques that allow us to apply SEARNN on structured tasks for
which the output vocabulary is very large, such as neural machine translation.
The L2S literature provides several promising directions for further research. Adapting “bandit” L2S
alternatives (Chang et al., 2015) would allow us to apply SEARNN to tasks where only a single
trajectory may be observed at any given point (so trying every possible token is not possible). Focused
costing (Goodman et al., 2016) – a mixed roll-out policy where a fixed number of learned steps
are taken before resorting to the reference policy – could help us lift the quadratic dependency of
SEARNN on the sequence length. Finally, targeted sampling (Goodman et al., 2016) – a smart
sampling strategy that prioritizes cells where the model is uncertain of what to do – could enable
more efficient exploration for large-scale tasks.
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A ALGORITHMS
A.1 SEARN (ADAPTED FROM DAUMÉ ET AL. (2009), FIGURE 1.)
Algorithm 2 SEARN algorithm
1: Initialize a policy h with the reference policy pi.
2: for i in 1 to N do
# Start of round i.
3: Initialize the set of cost-sensitive examples S ← ∅.
# Create the intermediate dataset for round i.
4: for (x, y) in the ground truth input/output structured pairs do
# Perform the roll-in (actually only run once).
5: Compute predictions under the current policy, (yˆ1, ..., yˆTx) ∼ h, x.
6: for t in 1 to Tx do
7: Compute input features φ(st) for context st = (x, yˆ1, ..., yˆt).
8: Initialize a cost vector ct = 〈〉.
# Perform the roll-outs for each action to fill the cost vector.
9: for each possible token a ∈ A do
10: Get a full sequence yˆt(a) by applying an expert policy, starting from (x, yˆ1..t, a).
11: Collect the cost ct(a) by comparing yˆt(a) and y.
12: end for
13: Add cost-sensitive example (φ, c) to S
14: end for
15: end for
16: Learn a classifier h′ on S.
17: Interpolate h← βh′ + (1− β)h.
18: end for
19: Return h.
A.2 SEARNN: REFERENCE ROLL-IN WITH AN RNN.
As mentioned in Section 3, teacher forcing can be seen as the roll-in reference policy of the RNN. In
this section, we detail this analogy further.
Let us consider the case where we perform the roll-in up until the tth cell. In order to be able to
perform roll-outs from that tth cell, a hidden state is needed. If we used a reference policy roll-in,
this state is obtained by running the RNN until the tth cell by using the teacher forcing strategy,
i.e. by conditioning the outputs on the ground truth. Finally, SEARNN also needs to know what the
predictions for the full sequence were in order to compute the costs. When the reference roll-in is
used, we obtain the predictions up until the tth cell by simply copying the ground truth. Hence, we
discard the outputs of the RNN that are before the tth cell.
B DESIGN DECISIONS
Choosing a classifier: to backpropagate or not to backpropagate? In standard L2S, the classi-
fier and the feature extractor are clearly delineated. The latter is a fixed hand-crafted transformation
applied on the input and the partial sequence that has already been predicted. One then has to pick a
classifier and its convergence properties carry over to the initial problem.
In SEARNN, we choose the RNN itself as our classifier. The fixed feature extractor is reduced to the
bare minimum (e.g. one-hot encoding) and the classifier performs feature learning afterwards. In this
setting, the intermediate dataset is the initial state and all previous decisions (x, y1:t−1) combined
with the cost vector.5
5In the encoder-decoder architecture, the decoder RNN does not receive x directly, but rather φ(x), the
features extracted from the input by the encoder RNN. In this case, our SEARNN classifier includes both the
encoder and the decoder RNNs.
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An alternative way to look at RNNs, is to consider the RNN cell as a shared classifier in its own right,
and the beginning of the RNN (including the previous cells) as a feature extractor. One could then
pick the RNN cell (instead of the full RNN) as the SEARNN classifier, in which case the intermediate
dataset would be (ht−1, yt−1)6 (the state at the previous step, combined with the previous decision)
plus the cost vector.
While this last perspective – seeing the RNN cell as the shared classifier instead of the full RNN
– is perhaps more intuitive, it actually fits the L2S framework less well. Indeed, there is no clear
delineation between classifier and feature extractor as these functions are carried out by different
instances of the same RNN cell (and as such share weights). This means that the feature extraction in
this case is learned instead of being fixed.
This choice of classifier has a direct consequence on the optimization routine. In case we pick the
RNN itself, then each loss gradient has to be fully backpropagated through the network. On the other
hand, if the classifier is the cell itself, then one should not backpropagate the gradient updates.
Reference policy. The reference policy defined by Daumé et al. (2009) picks the action which
“minimizes the (corresponding) cost, assuming all future decisions are made optimally”, i.e.
arg minyt minyt+1:T l(y1:T , y).
For the roll-in phase, this policy corresponds to always picking the ground truth, since it leads to
predicting the full ground truth sequence and hence the best possible loss.
For the roll-out phase, computing this policy explicitly is easy in a few select cases. However, in the
general case it is not tractable. One then has to turn to heuristics, whose performance can be relatively
poor. While Chang et al. (2015) tell us that overcoming a bad reference policy can be done through a
careful choice of roll-in/roll-out policies, the fact remains that the better the reference policy is, the
better performance will be. Choosing this heuristic well is then quite important.
The most basic heuristic is to simply use the ground truth. Of course, one can readily see that it is not
always optimal. For example, when the model skips a token and outputs the next one, a, instead, it
may be more beneficial to also skip a in the roll-out phase rather than to repeat it.
Although we mostly chose this basic heuristic in this paper, using tailored alternatives can yield better
results for tasks where it is suboptimal, such as machine translation (see Appendix C.2).
C ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
C.1 LOSSES.
We now describe other losses we tried but did not perform as well (or at least not better) than the
ones presented in the main text.
The first two follow the target learning principle, as LL.
Log-loss with cost-augmented softmax (LLCAS). LLCAS is another attempt to leverage the
structured information we have access to more meaningfully, through a slight modification of LL. We
add information about the full costs in the exponential, following e.g. Pletscher et al. (2010); Gimpel
& Smith (2010); Hazan & Urtasun (2010).
Lt(st; ct) = − log
(
est(a
?)+αct(a
?)
/∑A
i=1 e
st(i)+αct(i)
)
where a? = arg mina∈A ct(a) . (6)
α is a scaling parameter that ensures that the scores of the model and the costs are not too dissimilar,
and can be chosen using a validation set. The associated gradient update discriminates between
tokens based on their costs. Although it leverages the structured loss information more directly and
thus should in principle mitigate the 0/1 nature of MLE better, we did not observe any significant
improvements over LL, even after tuning the scaling parameter α.
6One could also add ψ(x), features learned from the input through e.g. an attention mechanism.
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Structured hinge loss (SHL). The LLCAS can be seen as a smooth version of the (cost-sensitive)
structured hinge loss used for structured SVMs (Tsochantaridis et al., 2005), that we also consider:
Lt(st; ct) = max
a∈A
(st(a) + ct(a))− st(a?) where a? = arg min
a∈A
ct(a) . (7)
While this loss did enable the RNNs to learn, the overall performance was actually slightly worse
than that of MLE. This may be due to the fact that RNNs have a harder time optimizing the resulting
objective, compared to others more similar to the traditional MLE objective (which they have been
tuned to train well on).
Consistent loss. This last loss is inspired from traditional structured prediction. Following Lee
et al. (2004), we define:
Lt(ct) =
∑
a∈A
ct(a) ln(1 + exp(s˜t(a))) where s˜t(a) = st(a)− 1
A
∑
a∈A
st(a) . (8)
Unfortunately, we encountered optimization issues and could not get significant improvements over
the MLE baseline.
KL and label smoothing. We have seen that when the loss function is the Hamming loss, the
reference policy is to simply output the ground truth. In this case, LL with a reference roll-in and roll-
out is equivalent to MLE. Interestingly, in the same setup KL is also equivalent to an existing method:
the label smoothing technique. Indeed, the vector of costs can be written as a vector with equal
coordinates minus a one-hot vector with all its mass on the ground truth token. After transformation
through a softmax operator, this yields the same target distribution as in label smoothing.
C.2 NMT
Custom sampling. For this experiment, we decided to sample 15 tokens per cell according to the
top-k policy (as the vocabulary size is quite big, sampling tokens with low probability is not very
attractive), as well as 10 neighboring ground truth labels around the cell. The rationale for these
neighboring tokens is that skipping or repeating words is quite a common mistake in NMT.
Custom reference policy. The very basic reference policy we have been using for the other
experiments of the paper is too bad a heuristic for BLEU to perform well. Instead, we try adding
every suffix in the ground truth sequence to the current predictions and we pick the one with the
highest BLEU-1 score (using this strategy with BLEU-4 leads to unfortunate events when the best
suffix to add is always the entire sequence, leading to uninformative costs).
Reference roll-in. As mentioned in Section 6, we had to switch from a learned to a reference
roll-in. In addition to the existing problems of a weak reference policy (which affects a learned roll-in
much more than a reference one), and the introduction of a harder optimization problem, there is
another potential source of explanation: this may illustrate a gap in the standard reduction theory
from the L2S framework. Indeed, the standard reduction analysis (Daumé et al., 2009; Chang et al.,
2015) guarantees that the level of performance of the classifier on the reduced problem translates to
overall performance on the initial problem.
However, this does not take into account the fact that the reduced problem may be harder or easier,
depending on the choice of roll-in/roll-out combination. In this case, it appears that using a learned
roll-in may have lead to a harder reduced problem and thus ultimately worse overall performance.
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